D.S. al Coda

Coda

Bb13 (Continue Solo)  G7(#9)

E7(#9)

G7(#9)

G7(#9)

Open for Any Horn Soloist

On Cue - Horn Bkgs. (Soloist Continues)

G9  C9  G7(#9)

Solist Continues

G9  C9  G7(#9)

ff

(Solist Continues)

G9  C9  G7(#9)

End Solo

A/G  G7(#9)

Solist Continues

G9  C9  G7(#9)
D.S. al Coda

Coda

Open For Any Horn Soloist

On Cue - Horn Bkgs. (Soloist Continues)

(Soloist Continues)

(Soloist Continues)

End Solo
WHAT IS HIP?

Words and Music by STEPHEN KUPKA, EMILIO CASTILLO and DAVID GARIBALDI
Arranged by MIKE TOMARO

Recorded by TOWER OF POWER

Driving Funk

F9

F#9

Ab13

G13

F#13

F13

F9

Solo Fills

END SOLO FILLS

Copyright © 1972 Arkeat Music
This arrangement Copyright © 1986 Arkeat Music
"Driving Funk"

What Is Hip?

Recorded by Tower of Power

Words and Music by Stephen Kupka, Emilio Castillo and David Garibaldi

Arranged by Mike Tomaro

Copyright © 1972 Arkat Music
Conductor Note: For a shorter version, go directly to the Coda the first time.